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Provisioning Containerized Services at Edges

ao, Qinhui Wang, Yuhan Zhang, Zhuzhong Qian, Yue Zeng, Mingtao Ji, Hesheng Sun, Baoliu Ye

elopment of edge computing and container virtualization, provisioning containerized services at
osed for high responsiveness and low wide area network (WAN) traffic. However, realizing its full p
challenges. First, due to containers’ fine-grained computation resource isolation, finely configuring
resource requirements is needed, especially for resource-constrained edge nodes. Second, due t
and services’ diversity, system performance highly depends on which edge node to place each
main metric of quality of service, service response time involves the computing-network delay trad
ize the decisions jointly. Prior works on edge-enabled service placement either ignore computation
configuration, or assume computation resource configuration is given manually. To fill this gap, th
he joint service placement and computation configuration problem for provisioning containerized
en based on the convex and submodular optimization techniques, we propose a two-stage greedy a
ned algorithm, TeLa for short. Rigorous theoretical analyses demonstrate that TeLa is a polynom
th performance guarantees. Finally, we implement twelve containerized services and an edge co
realistically evaluate TeLa. The results confirm TeLa’s empirical superiority over state-of-the-art alg
9% on average reduction on the weighted sum of service response time and WAN traffic.

ontainerized Service Provisioning, Edge Computing, Service Placement, Computation Configurat

tion

rapid development of container virtualization
Container as a Service (CaaS) has emerged as
ervice model [1, 2, 3]. Unlike each virtual ma-
an entire operating system, containers share
ernel with the host machine and encapsulate
ired libraries and tools. Thus, in addition
untime and resource isolation, containers ac-
vantages of fast launch, low overhead, easy
nd migration, etc. Currently, representative
s include Amazon Elastic Container Service

ubernetes Engine [5] and Azure Container In-
eanwhile, edge computing, which pushes the
rvices from the cloud to the network edges, is
itigate the burden of cloud computing, i.e.,
esponse times and enormous wide area net-
traffic [7, 8]. Evolution of the two prompts to
rvices as containers and provision container-
at network edges [9, 10, 11, 12].

.H. Zhang, Z.Z Qian, Y. Zeng, M.T. Ji, H.S. Sun
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sity, Nanjing Jiangsu 210023, China.
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onding author is Zhuzhong Qian (qzz@nju.edu.cn).

Since managing containers at edges is still i
fancy [13] and Kubernetes (K8s) is the leading c
orchestrator for cloud environments [14], practition
ally adopt a K8s-like tool (e.g., MicroK8s [15], K
[16] and K3s [17]) to manage the edge-hosted co
ized services. To be specific, they would first manu
empirically configure the amounts of resources t
containerized service exclusively occupies. The
amounts, also called the resource requirements,
for resource isolation among different services. Sec
K8s-like tool would place the containerized servi
the edge nodes, which is mainly according to serv
source requirements and nodes’ resource capacitie

Such a containerized service provisioning sche
work well for the cloud, but not for the edges.
edges’ computation resources are scarce and co
computation resource isolation is fine-grained, i.e
cessor percentages rather than numbers. They
finely configure the computation resource require
containerized services (computation configuration)
manual method is coarse-grained and wastes the re
Fig. 1 is the analysis result obtained from Alibab
[18] and reveals the computation resource wast
ondly, edges are heterogeneous in resource capac
access delays, and services are diverse in resource
ments and workloads. Besides, when edges are ove
the remaining services must stay at the cloud, bea

orks, Manuscript is under Review November
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tilization of containerized services in Alibaba data
t years [18], showing that more than 80% of its con-
ces have average CPU utilization less than 30%.

s and incurring monetary expenses for WAN
, 21]. It falls short to only consider resources
g which node to place each containerized ser-
placement). Lastly, computation configura-
ice placement decisions are coupled but the
ner fails to capture it. For instance, config-
mputation resource requirements in the first
low computing delays but may push services
e cloud in the second step, increasing net-
Hence, to make a computing-network delay
two decisions should be jointly optimized.
ng these limitations raises the joint service
d computation configuration problem, which
to solve. On the one hand, service placement
binary values, and computation configuration
continuous values because of containers’ fine-
utation resource isolation. However, edges’
utation resources and the computing-network
couple the two decisions deeply, in the sense

eir feasible sets and the performance metric
esponse time) are hard to be separated with
em. It is challenging to decompose and re-
oblems [22]. On the other hand, with edges’
and services’ diversity considered, the ser-

nt problem alone is hard to efficiently solve
to mention the joint optimization problem.
orks fall insufficient for handling these chal-
works focus on edge-enabled service place-

ther with request scheduling [25, 26, 27, 28,
2, 11, 12], but they neglect the service-level
resource isolation and configuration. Some
he isolation and configuration when placing
24, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. However, they assume
ion configuration is given manually or preset
w works optimize service-level computation
[38, 39, 40, 41], but they assume each edge
l services, or consider only one edge node.
s gap, this paper investigates the compelling
ied problem of joint service placement and
configuration for provisioning containerized
ges. Specifically, we aim at an edge comput-
ith multiple edge nodes and a remote cloud,
es containerized services for users in a serv-
ith containers’ fine-grained computation re-

sum of service response time and WAN traffic, un
tidimensional resource constraints. This problem
lated as a mixed integer nonlinear program and p
be NP-hard via the generalized assignment proble

To handle the deep coupling relationship of the
cisions, we first apply an inner-and-outer problem
and decompose the joint problem into a computat
figuration problem (inner) and a service placeme
lem (outer). Rigorous analyses show that such d
sition is nondestructive and lossless. We then p
inner problem to be convex and obtain its closed-
lution through the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition
bringing the solution into the outer problem and
some arrangements, we prove the outer problem to
imizing a submodular but non-monotone function
independence system. To settle its NP-hardness,
a two-stage greedy and local-search combined al
TeLa for short. It generates relatively good solu
the greedy policy in the first stage and adjusts t
the local-search policy in the second stage. At

prove that TeLa is a 4/3−ϵ
p+2+1/p -approximation algor

the joint problem and runs in polynomial time.
Upon Java 11 and Docker [43], we implemen

diverse containerized services and an edge compu
totype with four heterogeneous edges, as the test
compare TeLa with state-of-the-art algorithms un
ous scenario settings. The results show that regar
weighted sum of service response time and WAN
TeLa outperforms the baselines by 39% on aver
achieves near-optimal performance. Simulations
scales (more than 20 edges and 100 services) are
ducted and the results verify its scalability and e

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
2, we review the related works from two categories.
3 models the system and formulates the joint opti
problem. Section 4 presents the proposed algorith
and analyzes its performance. We evaluate TeLa
both testbed experiments and simulations in Se
and finally conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work

In recent years, provisioning services at netwo
has been a hot topic and its service placement
has drawn researchers’ attention [44, 45, 46]. Thi
reviews the most related works from two catego
highlights the differences between their studies an

2.1. Edge-enabled Service Placement without Com
Configuration

Works in this category optimize service place
network edges while ensuring the actually used c
tion resources beneath the capacities. For examp
al. [25] investigate this problem to minimize the ex

2
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Table 1: Summary for Works on Edge-enabled Service Placement without Computation Configuration
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rkload Type Technique Optimization Criterion Evaluation T

eral Services Supervised Learning Exchanged Intra-domain Traffic Trace-driven Sim

eral Services Gibbs Sampling User Request Delays Trace-driven Sim

eral Services Lyapunov Optimization,
Gibbs Sampling

Computation Latencies Synthetic Simu

eral Services Randomized Rounding Number of Edge-served Requests Synthetic Simu

eral Services Submodular Optimization Number of Edge-served Requests Trace-driven Sim

eral Services Submodular Optimization Number of Edge-served Requests Trace-driven Sim

e Streaming Deep Reinforcement Learning QoE Penalty, System Cost Penalty Trace-driven Sim

e Streaming Heuristics Popularity-weighted Video Quality Trace-driven Sim

tainer-based
icroservices

Approximately Submodular
Optimization

Number of Edge-served Requests Trace-driven Sim

tainer-based
icroservices

Heuristics Service Latency Cost, Container
Retention Cost

Trace-driven Sim

traffic and explore the performance of several
arning techniques. Dou et al. [26] study the
ent and service placement problem to mini-
request delay while Xu et al. [27] study the
ent and task offloading problem to minimize
ion latency. Besides, some works jointly op-
placement and request scheduling to maxi-

ber of edge-served requests. In this direction,
al. [28] propose a randomized rounding al-

et al. [29] and Farhadi et al. [30] respectively
edy service placement (GSP) algorithm upon
optimization. In addition, some works focus
ming services and explore the video place-
wer scheduling problem, where video streams
timely transcoded by edge nodes. In this
t al. [31] raise a deep reinforcement learn-
to minimize the penalty of quality of expe-
and system cost, while Lee et al. [32] raise

o maximize popularity-weighted video qual-
r, as the container virtualization technology
e researchers note containers’ features and

tainerized service provisioning at edges. For
et al. [11] leverage the layered structure of
ages and optimize service placement and re-
ling to maximize the number of edge-served
ting containers’ startup latencies, Pan et al.
tention-aware service caching method to min-
latency cost and container retention cost.
hensive comparison of these works, in terms
ad type, the technique, the optimization cri-
e evaluation tool, is summarized in Table 1.
ce they ignore the service-level computation
tion and configuration, services on the same
lly influence each other, which impairs the
vice and even causes service crashes.

abled Service Placement with Computation
ation

this category optimize service placement at
s, with the service-level computation resource

isolation and configuration taken into account. F
perspective of algorithm design, Pasteris et al. [2
this problem for a heterogeneous edge computing
and propose a heuristic to maximize the total sy
ward. Ouyang et al. [24] further observe the user
and the service migration cost, and propose an o
gorithm to minimize the user-perceived latency
service migration cost budget. Besides, Ma et al.
timize service placement and workload scheduling
imize service response time and outsourcing tra
develop an iterative caching update algorithm b
the idea of Gibbs sampling (GS) and water filling
al. [34] focus on the service placement and ba
allocation problem for edge-assisted mobile clo
ing, and present an online algorithm to minimize
impairment on network delays and frame rates
the perspective of system design, Goethals et
present a Kubernetes-compatible edge container
trator to place containerized services on low-resou
devices. Similar works include KubeEdge [16],
and MicroK8s [15]. However, they all assume c
tion configuration is given manually by service p
which usually wastes the computation resources
tionally, Ouyang et al. [36] consider edge nodes’ c
tion resources are evenly allocated to their hosted
and optimize user-managed service placement to m
user-perceived latencies and service switching co
al. [37] force each computing task to occupy one
ing unit and raise an improved ant colony algo
place services to minimize the service response de

Note that there are a few works studying the
level computation configuration problem for edge
ing. For example, Xiang et al. [38] optimize com
configuration and traffic scheduling to minimize se
sponse times within a computing expense budget,
et al. [39] optimize computation configuration and
assignment to minimize service response times for
of things. Nevertheless, they assume each edge no
all services regardless of edges’ memory and sto
pacities, which is oversimplified and unrealistic. M

3
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Table 2: Summary for Works on Edge-enabled Service Placement with Computation Configuration
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kload Type Computation
Configuration

Technique Optimization
Criterion

Evaluation

ral Services Given Manually Heuristics System Reward Synthetic Sim

ral Services Given Manually Lyapunov Optimization,
Markov Approximation

User-perceived
Latencies

Trace-dri
Simulati

ral Services Given Manually Gibbs Sampling, Convex
Optimization

Response Times,
Outsourcing Traffic

Synthetic Sim

bile Cloud
Gaming

Given Manually Lyapunov Optimization,
Markov Approximation

QoE on Network
Delays, Frame Rates

Trace-dri
Simulati

tainer-based
Services

Given Manually OpenVPN, Containerd,
Namespace, Cgroup

Resource
Requirements

Testbed Exp

ral Services Shared Evenly Contextual Multi-armed
Bandit, Thompson Sampling

Perceived Latencies,
Switching Cost

Synthetic Sim

ral Services One Unit for
One Task

Ant Colony Optimization Response Delays Synthetic Sim

ral Services Optimized Lyapunov Optimization Response Times Synthetic Sim

et of Things Optimized Convex Optimization Response Times Synthetic Sim

ugmented
Reality

Optimized Successive Convex
Approximation

Device Energy
Consumption

Synthetic Sim

ral Services Optimized Dynamic Voltage and
Frequency Scaling

Latencies, SLO
Violation Ratios

Testbed Exp

t al. [40] allocate computation resources to
ice energy consumption for augmented real-
ns, while Nam et al. [41] present EdgeIso, a
scheduler that dynamically isolates tasks on
imize task latencies and service level objec-
iolation ratios. However, they consider only
e, instead of multiple heterogeneous edges.
, we summarize a side-by-side comparison of
where the aspects include the workload type,
ion configuration method, the technique, the
criterion and the evaluation tool.
from all previous works, besides the edges’
and the services’ diversity, this paper further
tainers’ fine-grained computation resource iso-
nvestigates the joint service placement and
configuration problem for provisioning con-
vices at edges. To the best of our knowledge,
st work that specializes in this issue. More-
pose a polynomial-time approximation algo-
s joint problem and evaluate the algorithm
testbed experiments and simulations.

odel and Problem Formulation

tion, we build the system model for provision-
ized services at edges and formulate the joint
ent and computation configuration problem

r ease of reference, we summarize the main
d in this paper in Table 3.

Overview

ated in Fig. 2, we consider an edge comput-
hat provides diverse computing services for

the users or end devices in a specific serving regio
precise, the system consists of i) a set N of hetero
edge nodes, deployed at the network edge and e
with limited resources; and ii) a remote cloud o, c
of massive powerful servers and located far at
network. They constitute the computing infras
for a system operator to deploy a set S of delay-
but computing-intensive services, e.g., object d
language translation, etc. In order to benefit f
container virtualization technology, the services
plemented as containers (namely, containerized s
instead of directly running on physical or virtual m
Furthermore, each user or end device stochastical
ates requests for some services, and transmits the
edge node or the cloud that is hosting the corres
service to get served. Finally, as for the serving r
may be a manufacturing factory, a shopping mal
way station or other similar areas in practice.

Note that as time goes by, the system status, i
service workloads, network delays, edge node ava
etc., may change stochastically or abruptly in re
order to adapt to the system dynamics, existing w
ther: i) adopt the slot-structured timeline and upd
decisions every some time duration (e.g., a few m
more) [24, 30, 34]; or ii) adopt the event-triggering
and update their decisions when some predefine
(e.g., severe resource contentions) are detected [31
Generally speaking, the time duration between
cessive decision updates ranges from several mi
hours, depending on the specific scenario. Follo
isting works [11, 25, 32, 37], this paper leaves the
determining when to update decisions to the syste
tor, and focuses on the service placement and com
configuration problem itself.

4
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Table 3: Summary of Main Notations
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Description

Set of edge nodes/containerized services
Computation/memory capacity of edge node n
Storage/bandwidth capacity of edge node n
Memory/storage requirement of service s
Network delay for communicating with remote
cloud o/edge node n
Expected computation resource demand (in
CPU cycles) per request for service s
Expected data size per request for service s
Expected arrival rate of requests for service s
Amount of computation resource that is allo-
cated to a cloud-served request
Service response time/WAN traffic per request
for service s †

Weight parameter for balancing service re-
sponse time and WAN traffic

Description

Binary variables, indicating whether service s
is placed at node n (xs,n = 1) or not (xs,n = 0)
Continuous variables, specifying the computa-
tion resource amount configured for service s
(when placed on edges) to exclusively occupy

olled by service placement and computation configu-
ions. Ts is controlled by service placement decisions.

Placement and Computation Configuration

the edge nodes together with the cloud are
s in resource capacities and access delays, and
re diverse in resource requirements and work-
consequence, the system performance heav-
on where the services are placed and how
tation resources are configured for the ser-
sively occupy. We take the binary indicators

,n∈N∪{o} to denote the service placement de-
itely, let xs,n = 1 if we place service s ∈ S
N ∪ {o}, and xs,n = 0 otherwise. Here, node
is short for edge node n if n ∈ N or the cloud
each service must be scheduled to one of the
e users, we have the following constraints:

∑
n∈N∪{o}

xs,n = 1, ∀s ∈ S, (1)

n ∈ {0, 1},∀s ∈ S, ∀n ∈ N ∪ {o}. (2)

tual machines isolating computation resources
es in the granularity of processor numbers,
virtualization technology offers a much finer
.e., processor percentages. Intuitively, by tak-
e of this property, one could place more ser-
urce-limited edge nodes, improving their re-
tion and the system performance. Thus, with-
nerality, we take y = (ys)s∈S to denote the
configuration decision. Definitely, it means
f the computation resource exclusively occu-
ce s is ys CPU cycles per second. Note that
, it is for presentation ease to use CPU cycles

Serving Requests 

at Edges

Serving Requests 

on Cloud
WAN

Users/End Devices

Edge Nodes

Fig. 2: Provisioning containerized services at edge

per second as the decision’s unit and we can easily
the unit into processor percentages. Therefore, w

ys ≥ 0, ∀s ∈ S.

Furthermore, to avoid the cold startup laten
tainerized services are usually kept in memory w
exclusively occupied computation and storage re
As a result, placing services on edge nodes inevita
sumes the resources of edge nodes, which are ye
and scarce. For each edge node n ∈ N , we take
and Gn to denote its computation, memory and
capacity, respectively. For each service s ∈ S, i
ory and storage resource requirement could be
through several test runs and we take ms and gs
sent them. Since the occupied resources of an ed
should be upper bounded by the capacities, we h

∑
s∈S

xs,n × ys ≤ Cn, ∀n ∈ N ,
∑

s∈S
xs,n ×ms ≤ Mn, ∀n ∈ N ,

∑
s∈S

xs,n × gs ≤ Gn, ∀n ∈ N .

3.3. Service Response Time and WAN Traffic

In general, the system operator would like to p
services for users with the best possible quality o
(QoS) and the minimum possible system cost. Spe
for the QoS, a key and widely-used metric is the se
sponse time, also known as the user-perceived dela
request delay [26, 38, 39]. Meanwhile, when edg
are heavily loaded, some services have to be p
the cloud and the user requests for cloud-hosted
have to be transmitted to the cloud across the W
this occasion, the system operator has to pay for t
traffic, where the price is usually 0.01∼0.15 dollar
[19, 20, 21]. Thus, following [33, 36], this paper al
the WAN traffic as the system cost metric, and
to minimize both the service response time and t
traffic. Furthermore, like prior works [27, 48], we
that for any service s ∈ S, the arrival of its user
follows a Poisson process with expected rate λs

5
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computation demand per request (in CPU cycles) follows
an exponential distribution with expectation αs. Besides,
we take βs t
for service s,
tion. In prac
estimated or

When it c
WAN traffic,
is quite differ
traffic is zero
the network
delays, queui
locations of e
the average n
edge node n.
treated as an
the expected
ing time) is c

sponse time
waiting queu

ys

Besides, taki
edge node n,

∑

Whereas,
are all transm
WAN traffic
i.e., βs. The
propagation
Moreover, alt
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subject to multidimensional resource constraints of edge
nodes. Such a problem is formulated as follows:
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o denote the expected data size per request
without restricting its probability distribu-
tice, the values of these parameters could be
learned by analyzing the latest service log.
omes to modeling service response time and
placing services on edge nodes or the cloud
ent. For an edge-hosted service s, the WAN
because its user requests are all served at

edge. The response time consists of network
ng delays and computing delays. Since the
dge nodes may differ, we take dn to denote
etwork delay for users to communicate with
Moreover, the edge serving process could be
M/M/1 model in the queuing theory [49] and
sojourn time (i.e., queuing time plus comput-
alculated as αs

ys−αsλs
. Hence, the expected re-

is
∑

n∈N xs,n(dn + αs

ys−αsλs
). Stabilizing the

es yields the following constraint:

≥ αsλs, ∀s ∈ S,
∑

n∈N
xs,n = 1 (7)

ng Bn to denote the bandwidth capacity of
we get the bandwidth resource constraint as

s∈S
xs,n × λsβs ≤ Bn, ∀n ∈ N . (8)

for a cloud-hosted service s, its user requests
itted to the cloud through the WAN and the
per request is actually the expected data size,
network delay is mainly sourced from data

across the WAN and we take do to denote it.
hough the cloud has a large number of pow-
the resources for processing one user request
not infinite. Following existing works [50], we
once arriving at the cloud, any user request

ly allocated a certain amount of resources for
here the computation resource amount is co.
e queuing delay is zero and the expected ser-
time is calculated as xs,o(do +

αs

co
).

, we take Ds and Ts to respectively denote
sponse time and the WAN traffic per request
S. Then, summarizing the two cases yields

(do +
αs

co
) +

∑

n∈N
xs,n(dn +

αs

ys − αsλs
), (9)

Ts = xs,o × βs. (10)

Formulation

ainers’ fine-grained computation resource iso-
’ heterogeneity and services’ diversity taken
we jointly optimize service placement and
configuration for provisioning containerized
ges. The objective is to minimize the weighted
service response time and total WAN traffic,

P1 : min
x,y

∑

s∈S
λs ×Ds + ω

∑

s∈S
λs × Ts

s.t.
∑

s∈S
xs,n × ys ≤ Cn,∀n ∈ N ,

∑
s∈S

xs,n ×ms ≤ Mn,∀n ∈ N ,
∑

s∈S
xs,n × gs ≤ Gn,∀n ∈ N ,

∑
s∈S

xs,n × λsβs ≤ Bn,∀n ∈ N ,
∑

n∈N∪{o}
xs,n = 1,∀s ∈ S,

(1− xs,o)ys ≥ (1− xs,o)αsλs,∀s ∈ S
xs,n ∈ {0, 1},∀s ∈ S, n ∈ N ∪ {o},
ys ≥ 0,∀s ∈ S,

where ω is the weight parameter to control the
tween service response time and WAN traffic. Co
(1a)∼(1d) are the computation, memory, storage a
width resource constraints, respectively. Constr
ensures each service is placed on one edge node or t
and constraint (1f) is equivalent to Eq. (7), whi
lizes the waiting queues of edge-hosted services.
constraints (1g) and (1h) specify the domains o
placement and computation configuration decisio

Challenges to solving P1 are two-fold. First,
presence of Ds, constraint (1a) and (1f), servic
ment decisions and computation configuration d
are deeply coupled in the sense that the objective
feasible set are both hard to be split with respect
Combining it with their value domains (i.e., bin
continuous, respectively) makes P1 a mixed inte
linear program. Second, the following theorem il
that the service placement problem alone is an
problem, not to mention the joint optimization p

Theorem 1. The proposed problem P1 is NP-ha

Proof. Consider a simplified case of P1, where
nodes are assumed to have unlimited computation
Then the sojourn times of edge-hosted services in
jective function and the computation-related co
(i.e., constraint (1a) and (1f)) could be neglected
special problem is actually a multi-resource genera
signment problem, which has been proven to be
[42]. Thus, as a general case, P1 is also NP-hard

Remarks. First, we emphasize the computat
figuration decision y, which specifies the comput
source amounts configured for edge-hosted servic
clusively occupy. According to Eq. (4) and (9), i
affects the service placement decision x and th
response time Ds. Meanwhile, it is upper bounde
edge nodes’ computation capacities (constraint (
lower bounded by the services’ workloads (constra
Second, the weight parameter ω is introduced to
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③

④

ships of problems, theorems and lemmas. The blue
hat Lemma 1 is related to P1, P2 and P3. The
indicates that P1 is eventually transformed into P5,
gh P2, P3 and P4.

een the QoS (i.e., service response time) and
st (i.e., WAN traffic). Moreover, considering
ce response time per request generally ranges
illiseconds to several seconds while the WAN
uest may range from bytes to megabytes, ω
used to normalize the two metrics to simi-
es. In practice, one could initially set ω to a
.g., 1) to restrict the WAN traffic and the sys-
gradually decrease ω to achieve the desirable
een the QoS and the system cost.

m Design

1, this section develops a two-stage greedy
rch combined algorithm, TeLa for short. In
strated in Fig. 3, we first decompose P1 into
n configuration subproblem P2 and a ser-
nt subproblem P3. Then, we split P2 into
P4 for parallelly solving, where each P4 cor-
unique edge node. Afterward, we solve P4

h-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions in convex
and bring its solutions into P3. Finally, we

3 into a set optimization problem P5 with
perties, and propose TeLa to solve P5 based
ar optimization. In the end, we also provide
nce and complexity analysis of TeLa.

Decomposition

entioned, P1 is a mixed integer nonlinear
binary decisions for service placement and

ecisions for computation configuration. Since
ions belong to different problem families, i.e.,
l optimization and numerical optimization, a
rd idea is to divide P1 into two indepen-
lems and solve them separately. However,
nse time and the computation resource con-
e the two decisions deeply, implying that the
roblems should be solved simultaneously in
e manner. This subsection specifies how we

1 to decouple the decisions and solving the
is left for the next two subsections.
with the feasible set of service placement de-
we denote by F . To define it, the service-

lated constraints, i.e., constraints (1a)∼(1e)

(1a) by leveraging constraints (1e) and (1f), and

F = {x | (1b) ∼ (1e), (1g),
∑

s∈S
xs,n × αsλs ≤ Cn,∀n ∈ N

To decompose P1, we then apply an inner-a
problem model, where solving the outer problem
the solution to the inner problem. To be specific,
the inner problem optimizes the computation co
tion decision y under a given feasible service pl
decision x ∈ F , which is formulated as

P2 : min
y

∑

s∈S

∑

n∈N
xs,n × (λsdn +

αsλs

ys − αsλ

s.t. (1a), (1f).

For presentation ease, we denote its optimal soluti
x by yx and its optimal value by Φ(x). It is wort
that the definition of F ensures the solvability of
the existence of yx. The outer problem treats com
configuration as an oracle and seeks the optima
placement decision, which is formulated as

P3 : min
x

Φ(x) +
∑

s∈S
xs,o × (λsdo +

αsλs

co
+ ω

s.t. x ∈ F .

Lemma 1. Let x be a feasible solution to P3

together with yx is a feasible solution to P1. M
P3 has the same optimal value with P1.

Proof. See Appendix A for the detailed proof.

Remarks. First, to decompose P1, one cou
natively let the inner problem optimize service pl
and let the outer for computation configuration. H
in this way, the service placement problem is still
but the computation configuration problem turns
mizing a discontinuous function, which is also int
Second, bringing P2’s objective into P3, it is e
served that P3 has the same objective with P1.
the objective value of any x ∈ F and yx on P3 is
as that on P1. Combining it with Lemma 1 imp
the decomposition method is nondestructive and
In other words, an algorithm for P3 also solves
its performance analysis for P3 applies to P1 as

4.2. Computation Configuration (Inner Problem)

Since solving the outer problem relies on the i
aim at the inner problem first. Observing P2,
that the computation configuration decision of o
node has no influence on that of another. That i
each edge node could optimize its computation
ration independently and parallelly, which decre
complexity without impairing the solution’s op

7
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Therefore, we further split P2 into subproblems according
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ced on edge node n ∈ N under service place-
x ∈ F , and take yx,n to denote its computa-
tion decision, i.e., Sx,n = {s ∈ S | xs,n = 1},
Sx,n . Then, for any x ∈ F and n ∈ N , we
lve the following subproblem:

P4 : min
yx,n

∑

s∈Sx,n

αsλs

ys − αsλs

s.t.
∑

s∈Sx,n

ys ≤ Cn, (4a)

ys ≥ αsλs,∀s ∈ Sx,n. (4b)

P4 is a convex optimization problem.

as the constraints of P4 are linear, the feasi-
ex. Second, we denote the objective function

x,n) and for any services s, s′ ∈ Sx,n, we have

Γ

ys′
=





=
2αsλs

(ys − αsλs)3
s = s′

= 0 s ̸= s′
.

with constraint (4b) makes the Hessian ma-
∂2Γ
ys∂ys′

)|Sx,n|×|Sx,n| of Γ(yx,n) positive semi-

refore, Γ(yx,n) is a convex function over the
umming them up, we conclude that P4 is a
ization problem.

proved to be convex, we apply the KKT con-
vex optimization [51] to it and finally get the
utation configuration decision as follows:

−∑
s′∈Sx,n

µs′

s′∈Sx,n

√
µs′

×√
µs + µs,∀s ∈ Sx,n,

αsλs is used for presentation brevity. Com-
cisions of all edge nodes, we have that given
he optimal solution to P2 is

s,n

Cn −∑
s′∈Sx,n

µs′∑
s′∈Sx,n

√
µs′

√
µs + µs,∀s ∈ S. (11)

Placement (Outer Problem)

t remains is to solve the outer problem P3

acement. Since Theorem 1 has illustrated
ess of the service placement problem and it
to optimally solve an NP-hard problem in
me unless P = NP , we move on to design an
oximation algorithm with near-optimal per-
begin with, we bring P2’s solution into P3

3’s objective function as follows:

,o(λsdo +
µs

co
+ ωβsλs) +

∑

n∈N
xs,nλsdn)

(
∑

s∈Sx,n

√
µs)

2

Cn − (
∑

s∈Sx,n
µs)

.

depends on not the service itself but the set of all
placed on that edge node. To leverage this set p
we transform P3 into a set optimization proble
X ⊆ S × N denote the service placement decisio
(s, n) ∈ X means service s ∈ S is placed on ed
n ∈ N . Given any decision X , we denote the set of
that are placed on edge node n by SX ,n, i.e., SX ,

S | (s, n) ∈ X}. Then after making some arran
we get the set optimization version of P3 as

P5 : max
X

∑

n∈N

∑

s∈SX ,n

(λsdo +
µs

co
+ ωβsλs − λ

−
∑

n∈N

(
∑

s∈SX ,n

√
µs)

2

Cn − (
∑

s∈SX ,n
µs)

s.t.
∑

s∈SX ,n

µs ≤ Cn,∀n ∈ N ,

∑
s∈SX ,n

ms ≤ Mn,∀n ∈ N ,

∑
s∈SX ,n

gs ≤ Gn,∀n ∈ N ,

∑
s∈SX ,n

λsβs ≤ Bn,∀n ∈ N ,

SX ,n ∩ SX ,n′ = ∅,∀n, n′ ∈ N , n ̸= n′.

It is worth noting that P5 is a maximization
where the objective is actually the performance g
pared to placing all services on the cloud. For pres
brevity, we still take F ⊆ 2S×N to denote the fea
of P5 and it could be distinguished by the contex
dition, we take Ω(X ) : 2S×N → R to denote the o
function of P5. In what follows, we show that bo
and F have desirable properties.

Definition 1. ([52]) A set function f : 2U → R
tone if ∀U1 ⊆ U2 ⊆ U , f(U1) ≤ f(U2) or ∀U1 ⊆
f(U1) ≥ f(U2). Moreover, f is submodular if ∀U1

U and u ∈ U\U2, f(U1∪{u})−f(U1) ≥ f(U2∪{u})
Lemma 2. Ω(X ) is submodular but non-monot
F .

Proof. See Appendix B for the detailed proof.

Definition 2. ([53]) Let U be a universe of elem
I be a collection of subsets of U , i.e., I ⊆ 2U .
called an independence system if: a) ∅ ∈ I; b) U1 ⊆
U2 ∈ I implies U1 ∈ I. Then, the subsets in I a
independent and the inclusive-wise maximal ind
set of U is called a basis of U . Moreover, for
T ⊆ U , its rank r(T ) is defined as the cardinali
largest basis and its lower rank ρ(T ) is the cardi
its smallest basis. Then, an independence system

called a p-independence system if maxT ⊆U
r(T )
ρ(T ) ≤

Lemma 3. (S×N ,F) is a p-independence system
p = min {|N |(maxn∈N Cn

mins∈S µs
, maxn∈N Mn

mins∈S ms
, maxn∈N Gn

mins∈S gs
,

, |S|}.
8
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Algorithm 1: Proposed Algorithm TeLa

Input: P
β

Output:
// Initia

1 L = S, i =
// Stage

2 while ∃(s
3 (s∗, n∗

4 X (i+1)

5 L = L
6 i = i+

// Stage

7 for j = 1
8 (s∗, n∗

9 Y(j) =
10 repea
11 if

>

12

13 els

(1

14

15 until

16 if Ω(X
17 Y(

18 X ∗ = arg

19 Obtain x
20 return x

Proof. See A
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roblem parameters, i.e., S, N , λs, αs,

s, do, dn, etc., algorithm parameter ϵ
Decisions x and y
lization

0,X (i) = ∅,Y(i) = ∅;
one: greedy exploration

, n) ∈ L ×N ,X (i) ∪ {(s, n)} ∈ F do
) = argmax

X (i)∪{(s,n)}∈F
Ω(X (i) ∪ {(s, n)});

= X (i) ∪ {s∗, n∗};
\ {s∗};
1;

two: local-search exploitation

, 2, 3, . . . , i do
) = argmax(s,n)∈X (j) Ω({(s, n)});
{(s∗, n∗)};
t
∃(s′, n′) ∈ X (j) \ Y(j),Ω(Y(j) ∪ {(s′, n′)})
(1 + ϵ

|X(j)| )Ω(Y
(j)) then

Y(j) = Y(j) ∪ {(s′, n′)};
e if ∃(s′, n′) ∈ Y(j),Ω(Y(j) \ {(s′, n′)})>
+ ϵ

|X(j)| )Ω(Y
(j)) then

Y(j) = Y(j) \ {(s′, n′)};
Y(j) is not updated ;
(j) \ Y(j)) > Ω(Y(j)) then

j) = X (j) \ Y(j) ;

maxX∈{X (j)}i
j=0∪{Y(j)}i

j=0
Ω(X );

from X ∗ and obtain y by Eq. (11);
and y.

ppendix C for the detailed proof.

is proved to be maximizing a submodular but
e function over a p-independence system, we
o-stage greedy and local-search combined al-
a based on the framework in [53]. In detail,
as follows (also shown in Algorithm 1). Ini-
ry decisions X (0) and Y(0) are set to empty
ch means all services are placed on the cloud.
set of services that still stay on the cloud and
ion index. Following is the first stage, which
reedy policy (Lines 2-6). TeLa puts the pair
s the largest performance margin gain into
isions in each iteration until no service could
any edge node. Since the objective function
monotone, its value may decrease as this pro-
Hence, we develop the second stage, which
cal-search policy to seek as better solutions as
es 7-17). Specifically, for decision X (j) of the
in the first stage, TeLa iteratively adopts lo-
that improve the performance by more than

whole process (Line 18) and converts it into the
decision forms, i.e., x and y (Line 19).

Remarks. First, by Lines 3 and 4, TeLa ensu
X (j) is a feasible solution to P5. Meanwhile, th
stage of TeLa ensures each Y(j) is a subset of X (

according to Lemma 3, each Y(j) is also feasible
though they are not explicitly checked. Second, we
size the algorithmic parameter ϵ in Lines 11 and
introduced to balance the performance and the co
of TeLa. In general, a smaller ϵ drives TeLa to spe
computing time to achieve better performance.

4.4. Performance Analysis

Theorem 3. TeLa is a 4/3−ϵ
p+2+1/p -approximation a

for P5, where p is defined in Lemma 3 and ϵ is
positive algorithmic parameter. Its computation
ity is O(|S|3|N |+ |S|2|N |2+ 1

ϵ |S|4 lg |S|+ 1
ϵ |S|3|N

Proof. Combining Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we h
P5 is maximizing a non-monotone submodular
over a p-independence system. Then, according

rem 2 in [53] and Theorem 3.4 in [54], TeLa is a

approximation algorithm for P5. Note that P5 o
service placement and computation configuration
mize the performance gain compared to placing all
on the cloud, where the performance is the weigh
of total service response time and total WAN tra

The computation complexity of TeLa mainly
on the two stages. For stage one, as each iteratio
offload one service from the cloud to the edge nod
are at most |S| iterations. In each iteration, Te
putes Ω for at most |S|×|N | times. The computat
plexity for computing Ω is O(|S|+ |N |). Hence,
putation complexity of stage one is O(|S|3|N |+ |S
For stage two, the number of Y(j)s is up to |S|.
ing to [54], computing each Y(j) involves comp
for at most O( 1ϵ |S|2 lg |S|) times. Thus, the com
complexity of stage two is O( 1ϵ |S|4 lg |S|+ 1

ϵ |S|3|N
Summing them up, we get TeLa’s computation co
as O(|S|3|N |+|S|2|N |2+ 1

ϵ |S|4 lg |S|+ 1
ϵ |S|3|N | lg

5. Implementation and Evaluation

In this section, we implement twelve container
vices and an edge computing prototype to evalua
We compare it with state-of-the-art algorithms un
ious scenario settings. Simulations in larger scales
conducted to verify its scalability and time efficie

5.1. Testbed Implementation

Implementation Details. We first implemen
containerized services with their client programs,
language translation, speech recognition, docum
version, face recognition, word counting, photo
ment and blind watermarking. By running various

9
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Table 4: Summary of Containerized Services
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Table 5: Specifications of Edge Nodes and Cloud Servers
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s (MB) gs (MB) βs (KB) αs λs

800 117 20.5 3.08 1
3500 3350 2.27 84.1 0.1
800 1830 433 33.2 0.1
800 916 208 19.4 0.5
800 916 1690 14.8 0.5
100 85 14.1 0.123 3
4500 2800 1570 144 0.1
500 1120 1910 15.0 0.2
500 1120 300 12.7 0.5
2500 711 894 7.42 0.5
1000 732 619 5.23 0.2
1000 702 2360 3.57 1

s of αs and λs are giga CPU cycles per request and
per second, respectively.

s

Cloud 
Servers

Controller

. 4: Infrastructure of our testbed system.

n one node for more than one hundred times,
they have memory requirements ms ranging
to 4500 MB, storage requirements gs from 85
MB, average request data sizes βs from 2.27
B, and expected computation demands per

om 0.123 to 144 giga CPU cycles. Moreover,
quest arrival pattern of each service to follow
cess, where the expected rate λs ranges from
ests per second. The detailed information of
erized services is listed in Table 4.
the containerized services, we build an edge

ystem with four heterogeneous desktops as
several servers as the cloud and a laptop as
r, as shown in Fig. 4. The edge nodes have
apacities Mn ∈ {4, 8, 16} GB and the storage
∈ {512, 1024} GB. The computation capac-
to the product of the processor number and
uency, ranging from 11.2 GHz to 19.2 GHz,
width capacity Bn is 1 Gbps. Furthermore,
rver has 32 CPUs with the frequency of 2.1
allocate 2 CPUs to any cloud-executed task.
mputation resource that is available to one
d task, i.e., co, is 4.2 GHz. Following exist-
, 36, 56], the network delay for the cloud o,
to 100 ms and that for any edge node n ∈ N ,
stributed in [5, 15] ms. We summarize their
in Table 5. Besides, three Raspberry Pis

ID CPU Mem. Sto. Ban.

EN1 12.8 GHz 8 GB 1 TB 1 Gbps 5

EN2 11.2 GHz 4 GB 512 GB 1 Gbps 5

EN3 11.2 GHz 4 GB 512 GB 1 Gbps 5

EN4 19.2 GHz 16 GB 1 TB 1 Gbps 5

Clo.† 67.2 GHz 64 GB 1 TB 1 Gbps
† The specifications of one cloud server.

Cloud
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Service Info
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Launch Conta

Fig. 5: Framework of our testbed system.

are used to act as end devices to run the client p
Then we implement our testbed system using

and Docker [43] with its image repository. As illus
Fig. 5, the system consists of six modules. The d
maintain the information of containerized services
nodes, respectively. The node proxy is for commu
with the system manager and launching container
vices. The scheduler and allocator invokes TeLa
mize service placement and computation configur
cisions, where the inputs are obtained from the d
and the outputs are returned to the system manag
the parameter ϵ is set to 10−2. Based on these m
the system manager controls the system with th
thread mechanism for high responsiveness. Lastly,
module is used for interacting with the system op

Benchmarks. As shown in Table 1 and Table
existing works solve the service placement prob
Gibbs sampling, which is an optimization techn
general combinatorial problems [26, 27, 33]. Som
note the problem’s submodularity and propose th
service placement algorithm [29, 30, 11]. Moreove
works consider the computation configuration d
are given manually in the granularity of processor
[23, 24, 33, 34]. Intuitively, configuring smaller c
tion resources makes one to place more services
to achieve shorter network delays and lower WAN
Thus, we compare TeLa with the following algori

• GSP-C is a variant of the greedy service pl
algorithm [29] and makes the two decision
taneously. For service placement, it iterat
lects the pair (s, n) that has the highest
performance gain and places service s on ed
n. Its computation configuration decision i
grained, and is set to the minimum processor
that meets the computation resource constr

10
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Table 6: Number of Cloud-hosted Services under Various Weights
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10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6 0

5 5 5 8 10 11

5 5 5 9 9 11

3 3 3 7 7 7

2 2 3 7 7 8

is a variant of Gibbs sampling [33] and shares
e computation configuration method with

. For service placement, it uses a random-
al-search-based policy. In each iteration, it
ly selects one of the neighbors and adopts it
performance-related probability. We set its
ter to 10−4 (small enough) and stop it when
ision has been unchanged for 10 iterations.

al uses our computation configuration method
kes the service placement decision by exhaus-
rch. It has the exponential computation com-
and takes a long time to complete.

experiment setting, we run the system for
tes, during which more than 7000 user re-
ceived and processed. Since the system runs
total request numbers, we mainly compare

hms in terms of response time per request,
per request and the weighted sum of response
N traffic per request. Unless specified oth-
periment settings are the same as above.

Evaluation Results

weight parameter ω, which controls the bias
ice response time and WAN traffic, affects the
ing process and the system performance, we
preliminary experiments to decide its value.
set ω to 1 and gradually reduce it to 0, and
s the main results regarding the number of
services. On the one hand, when ω is greater
s less services as possible are placed at the
uce WAN traffic and the edges are heavily
is case, the cloud-hosted service number turns
it seems the algorithms are irrespective of
her hand, when ω is less than 10−5, service
e becomes much more important than WAN
e algorithms’ decisions tend to be relatively
ally for TeLa and Optimal. In conclusion, in
lve and evaluate the impact of ω, we would
its value in the range of [10−4, 10−5]. Hence,
ng experiments, we either set ω to 5 × 10−5

r vary its value from 10−4 to 10−5.
conduct experiments to compare the algo-
rmance under various weight parameters, and
results in Fig. 6. As expected, a larger value
he algorithms to focus more on WAN traffic
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Fig. 6: Testbed results under various weight parame

and less on response time, and vice versa. Neve
TeLa and Optimal always perform better than G
GSP-C, with a 29.7% to 61.5% reduction on the
sum per request. The reasons are two-fold. First
to the fine-grained computation configuration, T
Optimal can make full use of edges’ resources a
fewer services (i.e., 3 to 7) on the cloud. By
GS-C and GSP-C have to place more services (
9) on the cloud and generate more WAN traffic.
due to the application of convex optimization, T
Optimal can make the optimal computation confi
decision to minimize response time. Whereas,
a heuristic and coarse-grained computation confi
method, GS-C and GSP-C utilize the computa
sources inefficiently and bear longer response tim
that though TeLa and Optimal sometimes have t
cloud-hosted service number, they may place serv
different nodes and perform differently in respon
as a result of edges’ heterogeneity and services’ d

Next, in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), we measure th
of edges’ computation capacities and services’ w
on the algorithms’ performance. Here, low, high
capacities refer to setting edges’ computation capa
Cn

3 , 2Cn

3 and Cn, and light, medium and heavy w
refer to setting the expected request arrival rates
λs and 1.5λs. Clearly, increasing edges’ capaciti
creasing services’ workloads result in lower respo
and WAN traffic, since edges become relatively mo
ble. However, the algorithms differ in the adapta
haviors. For instance, when edges’ computation c
advance from low to full, the cloud-hosted service
of TeLa and Optimal changes from 7 to 5, that
changes from 8 to 6, while GSP-C still places 7
on the cloud and only adapts service placemen
the heterogeneous edges. When services’ workl
crease from heavy to light, GS-C and GSP-C offlo
services to edges while TeLa and Optimal main
computation configuration and service placemen
the edges. In summary, covering such variations,
duces the weighted sum per request of GS-C and
by 24.4% to 42.2% and 26.9% to 42.6%, respectiv
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(b) Impact of services’ workloads

results under various edge node computation capac-
e workloads.

r evaluate the robustness of TeLa, we change
rrival patterns from Poisson to burst and uni-
ualize their effects in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b),
In the burst pattern, users send service re-
ten seconds, leading to a series of workload
in the uniform pattern, the time intervals

sts are uniformly distributed in [ 0.5λs
, 1.5
λs

] sec-
the unawareness of the request arrival pat-
s, these algorithms do not adapt their deci-
their cloud-hosted services remain the same
rformances on WAN traffic hardly change.
cerning the response time, their performances
ly. In detail, the burst pattern makes more
ait in queue and bear longer queuing delays,
lgorithms to perform poorer. By contrast,
attern makes request arrivals steady and de-
ng delays. Nonetheless, TeLa reduces the re-
per request of GS-C and GSP-C by 35.2%
25.2% to 70.2%. It implies that thanks to
and fine-grained computation configuration,
tilize the resources more effectively.

on Evaluation Results

r evaluate TeLa’s scalability, simulations in
are also conducted. Specifically, the service
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Fig. 8: Testbed results under various request arrival pa

and edge node numbers are by default 150 and
their specifications (e.g., resource capacities and
requirements) are uniformly sampled from our imp
services and edge nodes. We then vary the two
from 100 to 200 and 20 to 40, and show their impa
algorithms in Fig. 9. Due to the fact that Optima
exponential computation complexity and spends
ceptably long time to compute, e.g., more than
for even 10 edges and 30 services, we omit its perf
here and focus on the rest algorithms. Since the ed
are resource-limited, a larger service number me
the edges are more likely to be heavily loaded a
services would be placed on the cloud, leading t
response time and larger WAN traffic. In our sim
the average cloud-hosted service ratio under 100
is 48.7% and that under 200 services is 67.7%.
contrary, a larger edge node number leads to sh
sponse time and smaller WAN traffic, since more r
are deployed near the users. Covering these settin
achieves a 15.8% to 42.2% reduction on the weigh
per request, implying that TeLa scales well.

Finally, to evaluate the time efficiency of TeLa
these algorithms on an Intel Core I7-7800X@3.5GH
and show their computing times for 50∼300 serv
25∼150 edge nodes in Table 7. Here, Optimal i

12
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Table 7: Computing Times of the Algorithms (in Milliseconds)

|S|

|N|

25 150

50 5 22
100 15 140
150 47 406
200 79 958
250 187 1817
300 219 3105
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ion results under various service numbers and edge

its exponential computation complexity and
g computing times. Besides, as a randomized
rithm, GS-C may search a small solution set
ting time not surely scales with the whole so-
For example, it spends an unexpectedly long
dges and 300 services, because the edges are
ed and it has to spend more time in finding a
ion in each iteration. Moreover, compared to
P-C, TeLa indeed spends a little more time in
grained computation configuration decisions.
when the system has services less than 250
dges less than 75 (or 150), which covers many
enarios, TeLa’s computing time is within one
ing that TeLa is time efficient.

6. Conclusion

With containers’ fine-grained computation reso
lation, edges’ heterogeneity and services’ diversi
into account, this paper jointly optimizes servic
ment and computation configuration for provision
tainerized services at edges. We propose a two-stag
and local-search combined algorithm TeLa based
vex and submodular optimization, and prove its
mation ratio and polynomial computation comple
last, we evaluate TeLa upon an edge computin
type and the result verifies its superiority over
the-art algorithms. In our future work, we will ex
joint problem to cover a wide area scenario, whe
in different serving regions could cooperate and w
scheduling should be incorporated.

Appendix A. The Proof of Lemma 1

Proof. The first statement could be easily proved
bining the definition of F and the constraints of
omit its proof and focus on the second statement

During this proof, we rewrite the objective fun
P1 as Υ(x,y) + Ψ(x) for presentation brevity, w

Υ(x,y) =
∑

s∈S

∑
n∈N

xs,n × (λsdn +
αsλ

ys − α

Ψ(x) =
∑

s∈S
xs,o × (λsdo +

αsλs

co
+ ωβsλ

Then, the objective function of P3 could be expr
Φ(x) + Ψ(x), and according to P2, we have

Φ(x) = min{Υ(x,y) | y is feasible to P2 unde

To proceed, let v∗1 be the optimal value of P1 and
y∗
1 be one of its optimal solutions. Let v∗3 be the

value of P3 and x∗
3 be one of its optimal solution

1) proving v∗3 ≤ v∗1 . We have the following ineq

Φ(x∗
3) + Ψ(x∗

3) ≤ Φ(x∗
1) + Ψ(x∗

1)

≤ Υ(x∗
1,y

∗
1) + Ψ(x∗

1).

The first inequality holds because P3 is a mini
problem and x∗

3 is its optimal solution. Meanw
(A.1) guarantees that for any feasible solution x

13
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we have Φ(x) ≤ Υ(x,y). Therefore, the second inequality
holds. Combining these inequations with v∗3 = Φ(x∗

3) +
Ψ(x∗

3) and v∗1
2) proving

this lemma, x
As a consequ

Υ(x∗
1

The inequalit
P1. The equ
to P2. Then

Putting v
which means

Appendix B

Proof. To pr
X ⊆ X ′ ⊆ S
such that X
feasible. The

Ω(X ∪ {(e,

=λe(do − dn)

−
(Cn − (

∑

Ω(X ′ ∪ {(e,

=λe(do − dn)

−
(Cn − (

∑

Two insig
as X is a sub
SX ,n ⊆ SX ′,n

∑

Thus, we hav
Ω(X ′), which
it is easy to s
positive or ne
have negative
overloaded, a
non-monoton

Appendix C

Proof. Obvio
we could pla
cording to th
ble solution

Thus, (S × N ,F) is an independence system. As for

determining p, we first have max r(T )
T ) = 1,

gest and
tly there
e focus

one, i.e.,
one ser-
(T ) ≥ 1.
at most
of T is
r(T ) ≤
also re-
sely, the
ost is at
n∈N Bn

∈S λsβs
}.

N
r(T )
ρ(T ) ≤

∈N Bn

S λsβs
), |S|}.
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= Υ(x∗
1,y

∗
1) + Ψ(x∗

1) yields v
∗
3 ≤ v∗1 .

v∗1 ≤ v∗3 . According to the first statement of
∗
3 with yx∗

3 is also a feasible solution to P1.
ence, we have

,y∗
1) + Ψ(x∗

1) ≤ Υ(x∗
3,y

x∗
3 ) + Ψ(x∗

3)

= Φ(x∗
3) + Ψ(x∗

3).

y holds due to the optimality of x∗
1 and y∗

1 for
ality holds since yx∗

3 is the optimal solution
similar to the first case, we get v∗1 ≤ v∗3 .

∗
3 ≤ v∗1 and v∗1 ≤ v∗3 together, we have v∗1 = v∗3 ,
P3 has the same optimal value with P1.

. The Proof of Lemma 2

ove this lemma, we consider any two subsets
×N and any element (e, n) ∈ S × N \ X ′,
, X ′, X ∪ {(e, n)} and X ′ ∪ {(e, n)} are all
n, the margin gains at X and X ′ are

n)})− Ω(X )

+
µe

co
+ ωβeλe −

µe + 2
√
µe(

∑
s∈SX ,n

√
µs)

Cn − (
∑

s∈SX ,n
µs)− µe

µe(
∑

s∈SX ,n

√
µs)

2

s∈SX ,n
µs))(Cn − (

∑
s∈SX ,n

µs)− µe)
,

n)})− Ω(X ′)

+
µe

co
+ ωβeλe −

µe + 2
√
µe(

∑
s∈SX′,n

√
µs)

Cn − (
∑

s∈SX′,n
µs)− µe

µe(
∑

s∈SX′,n

√
µs)

2

s∈SX′,n
µs))(Cn − (

∑
s∈SX′,n

µs)− µe)
.

hts are found from the above equations. First,
set of X ′, we have for any edge node n ∈ N ,
. Then the following inequalities hold:
∑

s∈SX ,n

µs ≤
∑

s∈SX′,n
µs,

s∈SX ,n

√
µs ≤

∑
s∈SX′,n

√
µs.

e Ω(X ∪{(e, n)})−Ω(X ) ≥ Ω(X ′∪{(e, n)})−
proves the submodularity of Ω(X ). Second,
ee that Ω(X ∪ {(e, n)})−Ω(X ) is not surely
gative. Intuitively, a large set of X tends to
margin gains since the edge nodes are now
nd vice versa. As a consequence, Ω(X ) is
e.

. The Proof of Lemma 3

usly, an empty set is a subset of F , since
ce all services on the cloud. Moreover, ac-
e constraints of P5, a subset X of a feasi-
X ′ ∈ F is also feasible, implying X ∈ F .

T ⊆S×N ,|T |≤1 ρ(

where r(T ) and ρ(T ) is the cardinality of the lar
the smallest basis of T , respectively, since curren
is at most one service involved in T . Then w
on any subset whose cardinality is larger than
T ⊆ S ×N , |T | > 1. Since we could place at least
vice at edges in practical scenarios, we have min ρ
Moreover, as each service could be placed on
one node, the cardinality of any independent set
bounded by the service number, leading to max
|S|. Meanwhile, the limited resources of edges
strict the number of edge-hosted services. Preci
number of services that each edge node could h
most min{maxn∈N Cn

mins∈S µs
, maxn∈N Mn

mins∈S ms
, maxn∈N Gn

mins∈S gs
, max
mins

Summarizing these cases, we finally have maxT ⊆S×

min {|N |(maxn∈N Cn

mins∈S µs
, maxn∈N Mn

mins∈S ms
, maxn∈N Gn

mins∈S gs
, maxn

mins∈
Following Definition 2 yields the expression of p.
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